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Host SM-Trish says:
USS Cherokee 10504.24 Vice Versa Part

Host SM-Trish says:
One Shuttlepod had been brought through the portal in an effort to find CSO Nash faster.  The CEO and CTO have evidence of where he might possibly be.  The Captain is coordinating from the other side of the portal.

Host Robot1 says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CO_Ayidee says:
@::On planet, Cherokee side of the Gateway.::  *All*: How are we progressing?

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#::On the planet other side of gateway.::  SO:  So how are the communications coming?

XO_Worthington says:
#CTO: Have you contacted base camp yet?

CEO_Rome says:
#::takes a drink from his canteen::

OPS_Nash says:
::trying to stay focused on her duties on the Cherokee::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: gives a few last parting orders to his security team before walking over to the XO and the CEO :: 
XO: Charlie team is going to try and set up another of those portable signal amps right outside the factory.  We should have communications with base camp restored in 5 minutes, sir.

Host Robot1 says:
#::At the main console, checking every plant on the planet::

FCO_Orpax says:
#Self: Yes! ::Powers up the thrusters on the Shuttlepod and runs outside.:: Engineer: You, come here, I need to show you how to rig these things to work on this side. Hurry, hurry!

SO_Herremans says:
#CNS: I still have to make some adjustments to the communication repeaters.

XO_Worthington says:
#CTO: Good, Once we have everything squared away, we will move out.

CSO_Nash says:
#:: Looks around seeing a building of extremely huge proportions, almost cavernous if it were below ground. The Tricorder shows it to be between 10 to 20 km in height and 100's of km in both length and width.::

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#SO:  Okay, let me know what I need to do with my comm badge when you're complete.  We should check in with Commander Worthington soon, hopefully.

EO_Thrascher Orpax says:
#FCO: On my way over... ok, what do you have to show me?

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: grins and hands the XO and the CEO new power packs for their Phasers and Tricorders.  Adding an additional canteen. :: XO/CEO: Thought it might be a good idea to double up on provisions before we started off.  Pays to be prepared.

SO_Herremans says:
#::Works on adjusting the communicator repeaters.::

CEO_Rome says:
#CTO: Good thinking, my canteen is empty already.

CO_Ayidee says:
@::Taps comm badge.::  *All*: Is this thing on?

SO_Herremans says:
#CNS: Yes ma'am.

FCO_Orpax says:
#EO: Ok, this is how you rig these things up to fly over here, follow me in.  Ok, now, first access the power grid manually by pulling up the floor panel.  ::Pulls up floor pane.l:: As you can see, the vast majority of the power grid has been disabled. Scan it with your Tricorder to identify the exact systems.

OPS_Nash says:
::getting the requested shuttlecraft ready for departure:: 
*CO*:  Sorry Captain, I was busy getting that shuttlecraft ready as per your command.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#::Heads over to the doctor who is working with an engineer on re-modulating his broadcast frequency.::  CMO:  I see you're in good hands here.  ::Smiles.::

XO_Worthington says:
#CTO: Thanks. Just remember, no firing unless I give the order. I don't feel like taking a nuclear shower.

FCO_Orpax says:
#EO: All you have to do is manually deactivate those parts of the power grid on the other shuttles. got it?

EO_Thrascher says
FCO: Got it. Just let me scan to make sure I know which ones to disable ::Scans the power grid.:: Got it. Thanks, ensign!

CSO_Nash says:
# :: After taking the dimensions and storing them, I head to the nearest entrance portal for the building and step inside and see the most advanced of the robots working incessantly on their tasks.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: gets a raised hand signal from one of his security team and looks back over to the XO :: XO: Ask questions, then shoot.  Got it Sir.  Rodgers says we should try our com badges now.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#::Walks back over to the SO and hands him her comm badge.::  SO:  You're going to need another comm badge when you get this set up.  Take mine.

Host Robot1 says:
#ACTION:  Robot 1 is notified of Nash1.  Puzzled, it sends out guards to apprehend Nash1.  There is no listing for this bipedal robot.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#::Notices the doctor passing his comm badge to the engineer.::

XO_Worthington says:
#*SO*: This is Commander Worthington, do you read?

SO_Herremans says:
#::Looks up at T’Lin, smiles and accepts her badge.:: CNS: Yes thank you. that will do fine.

CO_Ayidee says:
@*OPS*: Excellent, as soon as we get word that the first one is operating, we'll start sending the others through.

CSO_Nash says:
#:: As I enter I see a couple of robots heading my way with a purpose that I know quite well.::

Host Guard says:
#CSO:  Who are you and what is your designation?  ::Two robots are on each side of the CSO.::

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#SO:  I think you might have something there.  ::Smiles at hearing the XO's voice.::

FCO_Orpax says:
#::Steps out of the Shuttlepod:: All: Ok everyone, I've got this thing rigged up to fly, and crewman Thrascher knows how to modify the others, shall I take it up alone, or is someone coming with me?

SO_Herremans says:
#*XO*: Ensign Herremans responding, can I help you sir?

XO_Worthington says:
#*SO*: Yes, I have some very important data for you to analyze. 
CTO: Transmit your findings.

CEO_Rome says:
#::smiles as he hears the SO's voice over the comm, he knew he could get communications up and running::

CSO_Nash says:
#Guard: I am Bipedal Robot Nash 01 repair robot from the Cherokee Plant.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#FCO: I need to stay with base camp, Ensign.  Go ahead and take her up.  Have you modified your comm badge so that you can speak to us?

SO_Herremans says:
#*XO*: Aye sir, ready to receive data.

CTO_Hazzard says:
# :: takes a step back and begins transmissions on both his and the CEO's findings. :: 
*SO* : Transmitting what we think is a record of Commander Nash's whereabouts.  Tell our lovely OPS officer that her husband has gone and made a name for himself down here.

Host Guard says:
#CSO:  That does not compute.  Stand still while I scan you for Robot1.

FCO_Orpax says:
#CNS: No I haven't lieutenant, how would I go about doing that? Also, someone must notify the captain.
Engineers: Would one of you so that for me please?

EO_McFaddiss says: 
FCO: Sure, I'll get right on that.

CSO_Nash says:
#Guard: I will comply. :: Stands still.::

SO_Herremans says:
#::Takes a look at the data he just received.::

Host Guard says:
#ACTION:  The two robots scan the CSO feeding the date to Robot 1.

OPS_Nash says:
*CO*:  Aye Captain.

CTO_Hazzard says:
# CEO: How far was Commander Nash's last recorded location from here, Chief?

EO_McFaddiss says:
#::Walks through the portal, to tell the Captain.::

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#FCO:  You will need a second comm badge.  But I believe the doctor has one all ready to go.  ::Takes the comm badge from the doctor and passes it to the FCO.::  This should work for you.  It's already set up.

EO_McFaddiss says:
@CO:  Sir, ensign Orpax has gotten the Shuttlepod up and running.

SO_Herremans says:
#*XO*:Data received sir.
#*CO*: Sir, this is Ensign Herremans. I just received some data, regarding Commander Nash from Commander Worthington.

FCO_Orpax says:
#CNS: Ok thank you, now I can contact anyone on this side?

CEO_Rome says:
#CTO: Sir, he was approximately on the other side of the planet, I don't have enough readings on this planet to venture a guess.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#FCO:  You should be good to go.  When you get this thing up in the air, do a test to see that you are able to contact both Ensign Herremans and Commander Worthington.

CO_Ayidee says:
@*SO*: Excellent, what have you learned?

Host Guard says:
#CSO:  You will accompany us to Robot 1.  ::eyes turning and glowing red::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: chuckles and stretches. :: CEO: Well...that’s Commander Nash for you, when he decides to "moonlight" he doesn't joke around.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#FCO: And good luck!

CEO_Rome says:
#::grins at the CTO::

FCO_Orpax says:
#CNS: Ok thank you Lieutenant. ::Enters the Shuttlepod, activating the thrusters, but leaving the doors on both sides open to better facilitate the search.:: CNS: Thank you,  Counselor! ::Takes the Shuttlepod into the air.::

CSO_Nash says:
#Guard: Affirmative. :: Moves with the security escort.::

SO_Herremans says:
#*CO*: Commander Worthington thinks it's a record about the whereabouts of Commander Nash. I'll know more after I analyze the data, Sir.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#::Waves to the FCO and heads back over to the SO.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#*CNS*: Lieutenant T'Lin, this is Lieutenant Hazzard...is everything all right at the base camp?

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#::Heads over to the SO.::  SO:  May I borrow the comm badge please?

OPS_Nash says:
::walks around the Bridge, sending out positive thoughts in hopes of her husband picking up on them......wherever he may be.::

SO_Herremans says:
#CNS: Sure they should be working now.

Host Guard says:
#ACTION:  The robots roll onto a small ledge that accommodates a wheeled vehicle.  Feet do NOT fit it.  The CSO comes to an abrupt halt, pondering what to do.

XO_Worthington says:
#CTO/CEO: If Commander Nash is on the other side of the planet I suppose we won't find him heading to the NE. Perhaps we could get a pickup and redeploy

SO_Herremans says:
#::Hands the badges over to the CNS::

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#SO:  Thank you.  
*CTO*:  Aye, Mark.  Everything is all set and our shuttle is in the air doing a search.

FCO_Orpax says:
#*SO/XO*: Ensign Herremans, Mr. Worthington, do you read?

CTO_Hazzard says:
#XO: Its too bad we can't use the shuttlecraft to allow us to do a site to site transport and get to Commander Nash a little quicker.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#::Hands the comm badge back to the SO.::  SO:  It's for you.  ::Chuckles.::

CEO_Rome says:
#CTO: Actually, we haven't done any Transporter tests on this side.  I would rather not come out 10 times larger on the other side.  ::grins::

XO_Worthington says:
#*FCO*: This is Commander Worthington. What's your status, Ensign?

CSO_Nash says:
#:: Comes to the precipice of the platform and stops short.:: Guard: My bipedal units will not fit on this platform.

SO_Herremans says:
#::Takes back the badges.:: *FCO*: I hear you loud and clear ensign.

CO_Ayidee says:
@*SO*: Excellent, give your data to Ensign Orpax, he can get the Shuttlepod their far quicker than any of us could walk.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#CEO: Well, then we compensate for energy amplification and set the distance for one tenth consumption.

FCO_Orpax says:
#*XO*: I am in the air, Commander, by the portal entrance, what's your twenty?

Host Guard says:
#CSO:  I will get instructions.  ::the eyes begin to glow red again::

FCO_Orpax says:
#*SO*: Good to know, ensign, stand by,

CEO_Rome says:
#CTO: Yes, but I would rather do some tests first, sir.

CO_Ayidee says:
@*OPS*: We have the shuttle ready, you can start sending the others down when ready.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#CEO: I used to be a science officer before I became the Chief Target...I mean Chief Tactical Officer.

XO_Worthington says:
#*FCO*: I am about 20 kilometers North East of your position.

SO_Herremans says:
#*FCO*: Aye.

OPS_Nash says:
*CO*:  I have 2 ready now, should I send both now?

CEO_Rome says:
#CTO: Sorry sir. But I am the Chief of Engineering, I would recommend a few tests.

CO_Ayidee says:
@*OPS*: Definitely, we'll need to be able to take teams as fast as we can.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#SO: So what do you make of the data?

OPS_Nash says:
*CO*:  Right away.   Sending now.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#CEO: Whoa Sparky...didn't mean to come off like I was ordering you...I defer to your technical knowledge on this matter.

FCO_Orpax says:
#*XO*: Got it. Marking your position on the ship's cartography. This is fun. sort of like charting a mini-sector. ha ha. I only have room for one more unless one of you wants to tie yourself onto the side, so I think I should go ahead and search for Nash, any tips on where he might be?

CEO_Rome says:
#::hears his Tricorder beep:: XO: Sir, seems I have the location of the CSO narrowed down.

SO_Herremans says:
#CNS: I'm still analyzing it, give me a few seconds.

OPS_Nash says:
::orders the shuttles to launch, and the pilots happily comply::

CEO_Rome says:
#::smiles at the CTO:: CTO: Sorry sir.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: looks over to the XO when he overhears the FCO's report. :: XO: There is just something not right about that boy.

XO_Worthington says:
#CEO; Excellent. *FCO*: Stand by for transmission.

OPS_Nash says:
::orders that the reminder of the shuttles be prepped for launch on the double::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#CEO: Lieutenant will do for now Chief.  Every time someone calls me sir, I feel like they are talking to my father.

CEO_Rome says:
#CTO: Yes sir ::grins::

Host Guard says:
#CSO:  Are you able to mount one of us and hold on?

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: shakes his head and tosses a pebble at him. :: CEO: Smart Alec.

CEO_Rome says:
#*SO*: Ensign, I have further data on the whereabouts of Commander Nash.

CSO_Nash says:
#Guard: Affirmative. That is how I got here.

Host Guard says:
#CSO:  Then do so.  We must depart. ::waits as the CSO climbs on::

SO_Herremans says:
#*CEO*:That would be very helpful thank you.

CEO_Rome says:
#::sends his data to the SO::

CSO_Nash says:
#:: Climbs on and resists the urge to play with the antennae.::

FCO_Orpax says:
#:: Raises the shuttle's altitude and tries to get a good look out of both doors, seeing if he can spot Nash::

SO_Herremans says:
#::Takes a look at the extra information.::

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#SO: We should send that data to the Captain as well, when you get a minute.

Host Guard says:
#ACTION:  The robots are literally propelled upward, almost leaving the CSO behind.

SO_Herremans says:
#CNS: Hmm, interesting. The CSO seems to be 292600 miles away from here.

XO_Worthington says:
#CEO/CTO: Well, I guess since the CSO will be in the FCO's capable hands, let's see if we can find more out about this place. Let's continue.

CTO_Hazzard says:
# XO: Must be nice to be back on as the XO, sir.  I have to say I have a new respect for what you and the Captain have to do.

CSO_Nash says:
#:: Feels the robots move and nearly looses his hold on the guard.:: Self: Better hold on tighter.::

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#SO: Excuse me?

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#SO: That can not be.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#SO: How is that possible?

CTO_Hazzard says:
# XO: You got it sir. I'll take point. :: walks in front of the XO and waits for them to start to follow. ::

CO_Ayidee says:
@*OPS*: It also seems that they've tracked down Commander Nash's general location, with luck the shuttles will allow them to find him soon.

Host Guard says:
#ACTION:  The ascent is so rapid, the CSO cannot keep his eyes open.

CEO_Rome says:
#XO: Yes sir.

XO_Worthington says:
#::follows after the CTO::

CSO_Nash says:
#:: Closes his eyes to keep them from drying out.::

SO_Herremans says:
#CNS: I don't know but my calculations tell me he is 292600 miles away.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: makes his way carefully through the deserted building, using his Tricorder to pick out any other artifacts that they might encounter. ::

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#SO: Send a message to the CO, please.  ASAP.

OPS_Nash says:
::she perks up::  *CO*:  Come again, did I hear you right, you have a lead on Kevin?

CO_Ayidee says:
@::Notices the Type 8 Shuttle arrive, and sends it through, where Engineers make the modifications and take it out.::

FCO_Orpax says:
#::Activates the Shuttlepod's loudspeaker and turns the volume up  to maximum:: Self: Ah, good ol' Ferengi  intuition.
Computer: Record voice, and broadcast through Loudspeaker repeatedly until I order you to stop, begin recording.  “Chief Science Officer Nash... Come out come out wherever you are, there's a Ferengi flying around who wants to take you home, signal by waving your arms like mad if you hear me! End recording.”

SO_Herremans says:
#*CO*:Sir, I have concluded my Analysis of the data and I have come to the conclusion that Commander Nash is 292600miles away from our present location.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: chuckles to himself. XO: You know...when we get Commander Nash back, he's gonna have a heck of a time trying to go on another Away Team mission, I know Kyleigh is going to not want him out of her sight.

CO_Ayidee says:
@*OPS*: That's what I've been told.  A shuttle should be picking up the lead team very soon so they can go in pursuit of the lead.

Pilot says:
#::Once the shuttle is prepped, speeds off in XO's location.::

OPS_Nash says:
*CO*:  Understood.

XO_Worthington says:
#CTO: Maybe we should just cancel away missions and send some of these robots in our stead.

Host Guard says:
#ACTION:  The robots come to an abrupt halt and CSO goes flying over the head of the one he was holding onto.  The result is now a dislocated shoulder.

CEO_Rome says:
#XO: Sir, can you imagine the maintenance? And it would all fall to me.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: turns and grins at the XO :: XO: Yeah...like we would let these little critters have all the fun anyway.

FCO_Orpax says:
#::Flies toward the biggest building, pulling some cotton out of his pockets and stuffing his ears:: Self: He'd better appreciate this...

SO_Herremans says:
#CNS: How could he have traveled that distance walking?

CO_Ayidee says:
@*SO*: OK, have you let Commander Worthington's team know of this location?

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: stops as he hears the broadcast from the shuttle and shakes his head. :: XO: Do you want to handle this, or shall I take care of it, Sir?

XO_Worthington says:
#CEO: That's because we know you engineers never have enough to do. Oh, you say it takes 8 hours for that diagnostic but we all know you are just playing Fizzbin.

SO_Herremans says:
#*CO*: I'll do that right away sir.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#SO: That's a good question.  And I'm wondering if maybe there's another portal somewhere that he may have walked through.

CSO_Nash says:
#:: Flies over the robots head and lands on his shoulder trying to roll. feels some tension in his shoulder and then feels white hot pain flare in the joint.:: Self: That smarts. ::Gasps.:: It's separated for sure. :: Fights back tears.::

CEO_Rome says:
#::grins at the XO:: XO: Sir...if I told you how long it would really take, it wouldn't be any fun.

Pilot says:
#*XO*: I'm enroute to your location, should be there in a few seconds.

Host Guard says:
#ACTION:  Not realizing that the CSO is human, the two robots come over, each taking an arm and standing the CSO on his feet.  He promptly passes out from the pain.

SO_Herremans says:
#*XO*: Sir I have analyzed the data and concluded that commander Nash is 292600miles away from our present location.

XO_Worthington says:
#*Pilot*: Aye.

XO_Worthington says:
#*SO*: Excellent. Seems we have a pickup on our way.

CSO_Nash says:
# :: Sags and goes limp from the pain.::

Pilot says:
#::Lands the shuttle, handing control over to the XO.::  XO: I'll head back and help with modifications on the next craft, Sir.

CTO_Hazzard says:
# *FCO*: Ensign Orpax, this is Lieutenant Hazzard...respond.

FCO_Orpax says:
#::Takes the shuttle low to the ground, slaloming between the larger robots, and then takes the shuttle back higher into the air.::

SO_Herremans says:
#*XO*: Sir, do you have an idea on how he crossed that distance on foot?

OPS_Nash says:
::orders the remaining shuttles to be launched and the pilots comply::

FCO_Orpax says:
#*CTO*: Mr. Hazzard, how do you do?

XO_Worthington says:
#Pilot: Good work. CEO/CTO: Looks like our walking days our over. Hop in. ::prepares the shuttle::

CEO_Rome says:
#::walks into the shuttle and leans against the bulkhead::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: follows the XO towards the shuttlecraft. 
*FCO* How do I do, ...hmm...good question.  I have a better question...what in the yellow rose of Texas are you trying to do with that broadcast, make the Federation seem like a bunch of two bit comedians?!?!

Host Guard says:
#ACTION:  The two robots look at the sagging man in their hands and relay the information to Robot 1.

FCO_Orpax says:
#*CTO*: Comedians? I don’t believe I understand Mr. Hazzard, I was simply broadcasting a message in hope that Mr. Nash would hear me, and it isn’t like these little metal robots mind the noise.

XO_Worthington says:
#::takes the shuttle off the ground and heads for the coordinates from the SO's transmission.::

CTO_Hazzard says:
#*FCO*: Ensign, I appreciate your attempt at trying to attract the attention of the robot natives, but perhaps you might want to think of something that would not antagonize them.  You're a Starfleet officer now.  Start acting like one.

Host Robot1 says:
#Guards:  Bring the robot to my console.  ::this is not what is expected from a robot on this planet::

FCO_Orpax says:
#*CTO*: Sir, you're really going to have to speak up, I've stuffed cotton in my lobes and can't quite make out what you're saying.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: stops after saying this and puts a hand over his face. :: Self: Oh my god....I'm turning into my father.

XO_Worthington says:
#*SO*: The robots must have taken him there.

CEO_Rome says:
#CTO: Sir, you know better than to talk reason to a Ferengi ::grins::

SO_Herremans says:
#*XO*:Yes that must be it. Ensign Herremans out.

CO_Ayidee says:
@*SO*: Is there anything in your data about what might be at Commander Nash's location?

CTO_Hazzard says:
#CEO: I don't care if he's Ferengi, Breen, or a hunchbacked Andorian.  He's an officer and should at least have a little care about his job.

SO_Herremans says:
#CNS: Commander Worthington thinks the robots have taken him there.

Host Robot1 says:
#ACTION:  Robot 1 looks at the unit Nash 1.  It begins a database search on Nash1's appearance.

Host Robot1 says:
#Guards:  Put the unit on the floor.  I will handle this from now on.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#SO: Understood.  Let me know if you learn anything more.

FCO_Orpax says:
#Self: I really hope Mr. Nash is ok. ::Surveys the area:: Self: The Loudspeaker wont go any louder, so I guess this will just have to do. ::Listen to the broadcast... "...wave your arms like mad if..."::

Host Robot1 says:
#ACTION:  The guard robots drop the CSO on the floor, not given instructions to do so gently.  This arouses the CSO from his faint.

XO_Worthington says:
#CTO: He is just trying to get his attention. No need to throw him into the brig.

SO_Herremans says:
#*CO*: No sir, we do not know what we will find together with commander Nash.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#XO: I don't want to throw him in the brig.  Well...okay...yeah I want to throw him in the brig.  While the force field is still on.  He has to take this just a little more seriously.  But I'll try to calm down sir.  Sorry.

FCO_Orpax says:
#::As he approaches the building that he went towards, lowers the shuttle to the ground and thoroughly searches the area before taking the shuttle back up.::

Host Robot1 says:
#ACTION:  One of the engineers trip on a small robot, breaking a leg.  The robot scurries off.  The CNS is called as the CMO is not responding.

CSO_Nash says:
#:: Comes back to and stills feel the searing pain.:: All: Jesus, be gentle. I am a delicate synthesis.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#SO:  I'll be right back.  It looks like we may have some trouble over there.

Host Robot1 says:
#CSO:  You are not a robot.  From my database, you are a carbon based unit.  How did you arrive on this planet?

FCO_Orpax says:
#::Takes the shuttle back up, always going slowly to make sure that anyone in hearing distance will hear the broadcast loud and clear.::

XO_Worthington says:
#CTO: Though he is a Starfleet officer, he is also Ferengi. We should try to make him feel a little more accepted instead of just letting age old prejudices and stereotypes get in the way. I think you will like him if you spend more time around him.

SO_Herremans says:
#CNS: No problem.

CO_Ayidee says:
@*SO*: I'm assuming that the data you have is being recorded, right?

CEO_Rome says:
#::starts scanning more computer equipment:: Self: Fascinating...I would love to get some of this back to the Cherokee for further study

CTO_Hazzard says:
#:: sighs and nods. :: XO: I don't mind that he's Ferengi sir.  I'll be the first to admit that the boy can fly rings around and Arcturian Skyraptor.  I'll ...I'll try to keep an open mind from now on.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#::Heads over to the engineer who is lying down on the ground.::  
Engineer: I'm going to have to splint it.  I'm going to give you something for pain.  Hold on.

OPS_Nash says:
::in her anticipation, of getting her husband home, her mood changes::

CSO_Nash says:
#Robot 1: I am what we call a human being. I have traveled here on a spaceship that became trapped in your orbit after sustaining a power loss in our engines. Now that the farce is up, I guess truth is the next best step.

SO_Herremans says:
#*CO*: Certainly sir.

Host Robot1 says:
#CSO:   Our scans indicate there is no vehicle around our planet, other than our own.

FCO_Orpax says:
#:: Goes to the next largest complex of buildings he sees, and surveys, going low to the ground, he continues this pattern, going from building complex to building complex.:: Self: I wonder if this Shuttlepod has interactive digital Dom-Jot... oh what's the use?  The computer wont give me any Latinum anyway.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#::Prepares a Hypospray filled with an analgesic.  Administers the analgesic to the engineer.::  Engineer:  I'm afraid you're grounded Lieutenant.  You need to get back to the ship.  You're not much use to us here anymore.

CSO_Nash says:
#Robot 1: Have you scanned above your planet?

Host Robot1 says:
#CSO:  Yes, there is nothing in orbit.

XO_Worthington says:
#::continues on course:: CTO/CEO: This may take a while. Keep scans active and we will just have to enjoy the ride.

FCO_Orpax says:
#::Looks at his comm badge:: Self: It's worth a shot I guess...
::Taps the badge:: *CSO*: Chief Science Officer Nash, This is your favorite Ferengi, if you can hear me please respond with your location.

CEO_Rome says:
#XO: Aye sir.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#*FCO* : Tell you what, Ensign. I'll let the unconventional transmission slide if you make sure you keep your,  economic hobbies, of yours down to a minimum.  You know what I'm talking about.

Engineer says:
#::Winces in pain and just lays on the ground.::

CSO_Nash says:
#:: Thinks for a minute.:: Robot 1: I traveled here through a portal. It was where my findings showed our power drain was going. After going through, I came to be on this planet.

CNS_Lt_T`Lin says:
#::Walks back over to the SO.::  SO:  Can you get a message to the Captain.  We need to send one of our engineers back through the gate.  He is not going to be able to assist us with a broken leg.

FCO_Orpax says:
#*CTO*: I cant say I do, sir. But I'll try to be as thrifty with my low Starfleet pay as possible, if that's what you mean.

CTO_Hazzard says:
#XO: Understood, sir.  I'll keep an eye out for him.

SO_Herremans says:
#CNS: I'll do it right away.

OPS_Nash says:
::can't wait to be reunited with her husband::

CTO_Hazzard says:
# :: smirks. *FCO* : Lets just say your not the only one who knows people at Quark's.

SO_Herremans says:
#*CO*: Sir We'll have to send one of the engineers back through the portal. He has a broken leg.

XO_Worthington says:
#*FCO*: Maybe we can bribe the robots to give up Commander Nash. Add a reward to your recording.

Host Robot1 says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

